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Athens A History From Ancient Ideal To Modern City
A major new history of the violent, protracted conflict between ancient Athens and Sparta.
"Meier sees an "absence" of history in contemporary Europe and throughout the West - an absence he attributes to the way modern
historians have written about history and, more important, to the dramatic transformations of the twentieth century. He argues for the central
legacy of Western civilization. He tackles the difficulty of reconciling a historical perspective with our era of extreme acceleration, when
experience is shaped less by inheritance and legacy than by the novelty of changes wrought by science and globalization. Finally, Meier
contemplates the enormity of the Holocaust, which he sees as a test of "understanding" history. If it is part of the whole arc of the Western
legacy, how do we fit it with the rest?"
As any reader of the Symposium knows, the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates conversed over lavish banquets, kept watch on who was
eating too much fish, and imbibed liberally without ever getting drunk. In other words, James Davidson writes, he reflected the culture of
ancient Greece in which he lived, a culture of passions and pleasures, of food, drink, and sex before—and in concert with—politics and
principles. Athenians, the richest and most powerful of the Greeks, were as skilled at consuming as their playwrights were at devising
tragedies. Weaving together Greek texts, critical theory, and witty anecdotes, this compelling and accessible study teaches the reader a great
deal, not only about the banquets and temptations of ancient Athens, but also about how to read Greek comedy and history.
Provides maps and information on Ancient Greece, including the histories of the Minoan civilization, the Persian Wars, and Alexander the
Great
During the course of a day we meet 24 Athenians from all strata of society--from the slave to the politician, the fishmonger to the philosopher,
the soldier to the vase painter--and get to know what the real Athens was like by spending an hour in their company. We encounter a different
one of these characters--all from different walks of life--every chapter, with each chapter forming an hour in a day in the life of the ancient city.
We also get to spy on the daily doings of notable Athenians through the eyes of regular people as the city hovers on the brink of the fateful
war that will destroy its golden age.
In this engaging and readable narrative, noted classicist and author Robin Waterfield traces the life and history of the city of Athens, with an
emphasis on the classical period when, in the space of a century, Athens reached the pinnacle of its power and fell due to arrogance and
shortsighted self-interest. Focusing on Athens' social and cultural history, as well as on the powerful and fascinating individuals who left their
mark on the city, Waterfield explains Athens' rise and fall, and shows us how-through centuries of war, occupation, and destruction-Athens
emerged as a burgeoning modern European city. For over two millennia, the memory of the city's glorious past has ensured that Athens
remains synonymous with democracy, civilization, and culture.
This comprehensive book will be a fundamental resource for students of Ancient Greek history and anyone interested in the law, social
history and oratory of the Ancient Greek world.Trials from Classical Athens presents a selection of key forensic speeches with new
translations and lucid explanatory notes, detailing the strengths and weaknesses of the arguments and a discussion of the legal issues
raised. Carey offers a diverse repertory of legal case studies which deal with different aspects of Athenian law. The volume provides a unique
and accessible introduction to the Athenian legal system and how the system reveals the values and social life of Classical Athens. This
comprehensive book will be a fundamental resource for students of Ancient Greek history and anyone interested in the law, social history and
oratory of the Ancient Greek world.

AthensA History, From Ancient Ideal To Modern CityBasic Books
A leading authority in the field, Phillip Harding presents the very first English translations of the six Athenian writers
known as the Atthidographers. In his vivid and detailed history, Harding examines the remaining fragments of these
historical writers' work – in chronological order – and how these writings, dating from the fifth and fourth century BC,
reveal an invaluable wealth of information about early Athenian history, legend, religion, customs and anecdotes. Harding
also goes on to study how these histories of Athens and its people were the source for later surviving historians such as
Plutarch and Diodorus. With the aid of linking text and detailed annotation, anyone with an interest in Athenian history,
classical Greece need look no further.
Provides a model for societal behaviour and morality in ancient Athens.
Read all about history's hardest hard nuts. Who were the most famous (and not-so-famous) ruthless, brave, fearless and
intrepid ancient Greeks? Could you fight in the greatest battle ever, or wow the whole world with your brain power?
Largely excluded from any public role, the women of ancient Greece nonetheless appear in various guises in the art and
writing of the period, and in legal documents. These representations, in Sue Blundell's analysis, reveal a great deal about
women's day-to-day experience as well as their legal and economic position - and how they were regarded by men.
This textbook is endorsed by OCR and supports the specification for AS and A-Level Ancient History (first teaching
September 2017). It covers the whole of Component 1, both the compulsory Period Study and the three optional Depth
Studies: Period Study: Relations between Greek states and between Greek and non-Greek states, 492–404 BC by Steve
Matthews and James Renshaw Depth Study: The Politics and Society of Sparta, 478–404 BC by Charlie Cottam Depth
Study: The Politics and Culture of Athens c. 460–399 BC by David L. S. Hodgkinson and James Renshaw Depth Study:
The Rise of Macedon, 359–323 BC by Lucy Nicholas How and why did a small group of city states defy the might of the
Persian Empire? Why did the same city states subsequently descend into 60 years of conflict among themselves? Were
Sparta and Athens very different? How did Alexander later redefine the Greek world? These are the sort of questions that
you are required to consider for A-Level Ancient History. This book investigates how the birth of democracy and the
defeat of Persia allowed a flourish of political and philosophical thought that subsequently defined western civilisation. It
further explores the contrasts between Spartan and Athenian culture. The ideal preparation for the final examinations, all
content is presented by experts and experienced teachers in a clear and accessible narrative. Ancient literary and visual
sources are described and analysed, with supporting images. Helpful student features include study questions, further
reading, and boxes focusing in on key people, events and terms. Practice questions and exam guidance prepare
students for assessment. A Companion Website is available at www.bloomsbury.com/ anc-hist-as-a-level.
Greek drama has been subject to ongoing textual and historical interpretation, but surprisingly little scholarship has
examined the people who composed the theater audiences in Athens. Typically, scholars have presupposed an audience
of Athenian male citizens viewing dramas created exclusively for themselves—a model that reduces theater to little more
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than a medium for propaganda. Women's theater attendance remains controversial, and little attention has been paid to
the social class and ethnicity of the spectators. Whose theater was it? Producing the first book-length work on the
subject, David Kawalko Roselli draws on archaeological and epigraphic evidence, economic and social history,
performance studies, and ancient stories about the theater to offer a wide-ranging study that addresses the contested
authority of audiences and their historical constitution. Space, money, the rise of the theater industry, and broader social
forces emerge as key factors in this analysis. In repopulating audiences with foreigners, slaves, women, and the poor,
this book challenges the basis of orthodox interpretations of Greek drama and places the politically and socially marginal
at the heart of the theater. Featuring an analysis of the audiences of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and
Menander, Theater of the People brings to life perhaps the most powerful influence on the most prominent dramatic
poets of their day.
Thoroughly updated and revised, the second edition of this successful and widely praised textbook offers an account of
the ‘classical’ period of Greek history, from the aftermath of the Persian Wars in 478 BC to the death of Alexander the
Great in 323 BC. Two important new chapters have been added, covering life and culture in the classical Greek world
Features new pedagogical tools, including textboxes, and a comprehensive chronological table of the West, mainland
Greece, and the Aegean Enlarged and additional maps and illustrative material Covers the history of an important period,
including: the flourishing of democracy in Athens; the Peloponnesian war, and the conquests of Alexander the Great
Focuses on the evidence for the period, and how the evidence is to be interpreted
New edition of the technical and historical background to the reconstruction of a Greek warship.
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading The
center of political and commercial interaction in the Ancient Greek polis was the agora. The word essentially means a
gathering place or an open space, and in all Greek city states, the agora was central to all aspects of daily life and
commerce. As the agora developed as a civic space, particularly from the 6th century BCE onward in Athens, the
architectural splendor of the buildings associated with it became an ever more obvious demonstration of the power and
glory of Athenian democracy. In its earliest forms, an agora in maritime cities was invariably situated near the sea, while
in inland urban centers, it was usually located at the foot of the hill that normally provided the city's ultimate defense. The
agora was always the oldest part of any city and, as such, and as well as being the commercial hub of the area, also
became the center of the religious and political life of the polis. In Homer's time, an agora might have seats for the
comfort of the citizens that had assembled to consult with one another. The city's oldest sanctuaries were always located
either in or very close to the agora itself, and the first festive games were held in its open space. Roads to and from the
city centered on the agora, and it was usually the starting point for any processions to the various sacred sites visited by
the populace. The space itself was treated in much the same way as a temenos or sacred precinct. Originally, all public
transactions were also carried out in the agora, but over time in larger cities, it became necessary to have specific
buildings for many of these dealings. In Athens, for example, the Pnyx, adjacent to the Athenian Agora, was
commandeered to host political meetings, and the Kerameikos, the oldest industrialized area of the city, developed right
next to the Agora; together they comprised the very heart of commercial Athens. Buildings that developed to serve the
political, religious, or commercial activities of the citizens were generally built around the agora rather than in it and
helped to define the agora itself. These buildings would typically include law courts offices, formal feasting halls, and
official meeting places. They were usually integrated using extended porticoes, or stoas, and it is these that came to
dominate the architecture of the agora. The Ancient Agora of Classical Athens: The History and Legacy of the Athenian
City Center and Assembly Gathering Space examines the history of the heart of Athenian life. Along with pictures
depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about the agora like never before.
This text examines a day in the life of ancient Athens.
The Classical Athenians were the first to articulate and implement the notion that ordinary citizens of no particular
affluence or education could make responsible political decisions. For this reason, reactions to Athenian democracy have
long provided a prime Rorschach test for political thought. Whether praising Athens's government as the legitimizing
ancestor of modern democracies or condemning it as mob rule, commentators throughout history have revealed much
about their own notions of politics and society. In this book, Jennifer Roberts charts responses to Athenian democracy
from Athens itself through the twentieth century, exploring a debate that touches upon historiography, ethics, political
science, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, gender studies, and educational theory.
"When we think of ancient Athens, the image invariably coming to mind is of the Classical city, with monuments
beautifying everywhere; the Agora swarming with people conducting business and discussing political affairs; and a
flourishing intellectual, artistic, and literary life, with life anchored in the ideals of freedom, autonomy, and democracy. But
in 338 that forever changed when Philip II of Macedonia defeated a Greek army at Chaeronea to impose Macedonian
hegemony over Greece. The Greeks then remained under Macedonian rule until the new power of the Mediterranean
world, Rome, annexed Macedonia and Greece into its empire. How did Athens fare in the Hellenistic and Roman
periods? What was going on in the city, and how different was it from its Classical predecessor? There is a tendency to
think of Athens remaining in decline in these eras, as its democracy was curtailed, the people were forced to suffer
periods of autocratic rule, and especially under the Romans enforced building activity turned the city into a provincial one
than the "School of Hellas" that Pericles had proudly proclaimed it to be, and the Athenians were forced to adopt the
imperial cult and watch Athena share her home, the sacred Acropolis, with the goddess Roma. But this dreary picture of
decline and fall belies reality, as my book argues. It helps us appreciate Hellenistic and Roman Athens and to show it
was still a vibrant and influential city. A lot was still happening in the city, and its people were always resilient: they fought
their Macedonian masters when they could, and later sided with foreign kings against Rome, always in the hope of
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regaining that most cherished ideal, freedom. Hellenistic Athens is far from being a postscript to its Classical
predecessor, as is usually thought. It was simply different. Its rich and varied history continued, albeit in an altered
political and military form, and its Classical self lived on in literature and thought. In fact, it was its status as a cultural and
intellectual juggernaut that enticed Romans to the city, some to visit, others to study. The Romans might have been the
ones doing the conquering, but in adapting aspects of Hellenism for their own cultural and political needs, they were the
ones, as the poet Horace claimned, who ended up being captured"-At once daring and authoritative, this book offers a profusely illustrated history of sexual politics in ancient Athens, where
the phallus dominated almost every aspect of public life. Complementing the text are 345 reproductions of Athenian vase
paintings depicting the phallus.
Comprehensive, authoritative but highly accessible reference work essential for all those interested in the history of
Greek.
About the Image on the Front Cover: This image is one the most endearing of all the sculptures made during the
Classical Period of Athens. It shows a husband and wife whose names, inscribed above their heads, are Philoxenos,
dressed in the uniform of a hoplite, one of many foot soldiers fighting in phalanx formation, wearing a metal helmet,
breastplate, short tunic called exomis and sandals, and holding a shield on his left arm, and Philoumene, his wife,
wearing a long robe, called peplos, flowing down yet attached at the waist, with her hair in a snood and elevated shoes.
The pose is classic, standing straight in serene elegance, one knee bent as if they were ready to walk away from each
other. They gaze at each other for a tender and sad farewell and shake hands to express their mutual love and loyalty.
This scene is carved in relief on a grave stele made of marble, white with a hue of grey, from a quarry on the south side
of Mount Pentelikon, about ten miles northeast of Athens. It may have been painted originally, but the paint has
disappeared. The dimensions are 102.2 cm (401?4 in.) in height, 44.5 cm (17 1?2 in.) in width and 16.5 cm (61?2 in.) in
depth. It is dated of about 400 BCE, during the return to normal life in Athens after the end of the Peloponnesian War in
404 BCE. The timing may indicate that the tribute was from the wife to her husband killed in action and, for this reason,
that the gravestone was paid for by her wealthy family. This image is reproduced here from the J. Paul Getty Museum,
Villa Collection, Malibu, California, 83.AA.378. See the Museum’s Handbook of the Antiquities Collection, p. 22.
http://www.greekancienthistory.com/
Over 40 expertly rendered illustrations depict life in Athens in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C.: the building of the
Parthenon, a performance of Oedipus Rex, a torchlight wedding procession, children playing, Socrates' trial, the
Olympian games, Aristotle tutoring the young Alexander of Macedonia, and more. Detailed captions for each illustration.
The pioneering ideas of John Kenyon Davies, one of the most significant Ancient Historians of the past half century, are
celebrated in this collection of essays. A distinguished cast of contributors, who include Alain Bresson, Nick Fisher,
Edward Harris, John Prag, Robin Osborne, and Sally Humphreys, focus tightly on the nexus of socio-political and
economic problems that have preoccupied Davies since the publication of his defining work Athenian Propertied Families
in 1971. The scope of Davies' interest has ranged widely in conceptual, and chronological, as well as geographical terms,
and the essays here reflect many of his long-term concerns with the writing of Greek history, its methods and materials.
Encompassing rhetorical analysis, trauma studies, and recent scholarship on identity, memory, and law, Wolpert's study
sheds new light on a pivotal period in Athens' history.
This is a major, single-volume introduction to the whole of Ancient Greek History. It covers the period from the Golden
Age of Knossos and Mycenae to the incorporation of Greece into the Roman empire in the second century BC and the
transfer of Greek culture to Byzantium in the fourth century AD.
A lighthearted tour of ancient Athens profiles such locations as Delphi, the site of the Battle of Marathon, and the city of
Athena while surveying the philosophers, artists, and gods who shaped famous sites, in a reference that also explores
the hedonistic side of Athenian life. Original. 15,000 first printing.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is
culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you
enjoy this valuable book.
Childhood in Ancient Athens offers an in-depth study of children during the heyday of the Athenian city state, thereby illuminating a significant
social group largely ignored by most ancient and modern authors alike. It concentrates not only on the child's own experience, but also
examines the perceptions of children and childhood by Athenian society: these perceptions variously exhibit both similarities and stark
contrasts with those of our own 21st century Western society. The study covers the juvenile life course from birth and infancy through early
and later childhood, and treats these life stages according to the topics of nurture, play, education, work, cult and ritual, and death. In view of
the scant ancient Greek literary evidence pertaining to childhood, Beaumont focuses on the more copious ancient visual representations of
children in Athenian pot painting, sculpture, and terracotta modelling. Notably, this is the first full-length monograph in English to address the
iconography of childhood in ancient Athens, and it breaks important new ground by rigorously analysing and evaluating classical art to
reconstruct childhood’s social history. With over 120 illustrations, the book provides a rich visual, as well as narrative, resource for the history
of childhood in classical antiquity.
The achievements of Athens have left a profound impact on Western culture. The Athenians invented the first real democracy (albeit one that
included only adult males) and, in doing so, transformed the very notion of government. They established the concept of philosophy, raising
issues with which today's thinkers still wrestle, and shaped the arts of tragedy and comedy, architecture and sculpture, as well as the study of
history. Just how did a tiny community of some two hundred thousand souls manage to give birth to towering geniuses across the range of
human endeavor and lay the foundations of our contemporary intellectual universe? With Athens itself as his protagonist, Anthony attempts to
answer this question. Filled with tales of adventure and astounding reversals of fortune, this book celebrates the city-state that transformed
the world--from the democratic revolution that marked its beginning, through the city's political and cultural golden age, to its decline into the
ancient equivalent of a modern-day university town. Everitt also fills his history with unforgettable portraits of the talented, tricky, ambitious,
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and unscrupulous Athenians who fueled the city's rise: Themistocles, the brilliant naval strategist who led the Greeks to a decisive victory
over their Persian enemies; Pericles, arguably the greatest Athenian statesman of them all; and the wily Alcibiades, who changed his political
allegiance several times during the course of the Peloponnesian War--and died in a hail of assassins' arrows. Here also are riveting you-arethere accounts of the milestone battles that defined the Hellenic world: Thermopylae, Marathon, and Salamis among them. Everitt combines
erudite, thoughtful historical analysis with stirring narrative set pieces that capture the colorful, dramatic, and exciting world of ancient Greece.
Although the history of Athens is less well known than that of other world empires, the city-state's allure would inspire Alexander the Great,
the Romans, and even America's own Founding Fathers. It's fair to say that the Athenians made possible the world in which we live
today.--Adapted from dust jacket.
A major new history of classical Greece—how it rose, how it fell, and what we can learn from it Lord Byron described Greece as great, fallen,
and immortal, a characterization more apt than he knew. Through most of its long history, Greece was poor. But in the classical era, Greece
was densely populated and highly urbanized. Many surprisingly healthy Greeks lived in remarkably big houses and worked for high wages at
specialized occupations. Middle-class spending drove sustained economic growth and classical wealth produced a stunning cultural
efflorescence lasting hundreds of years. Why did Greece reach such heights in the classical period—and why only then? And how, after "the
Greek miracle" had endured for centuries, did the Macedonians defeat the Greeks, seemingly bringing an end to their glory? Drawing on a
massive body of newly available data and employing novel approaches to evidence, Josiah Ober offers a major new history of classical
Greece and an unprecedented account of its rise and fall. Ober argues that Greece's rise was no miracle but rather the result of political
breakthroughs and economic development. The extraordinary emergence of citizen-centered city-states transformed Greece into a society
that defeated the mighty Persian Empire. Yet Philip and Alexander of Macedon were able to beat the Greeks in the Battle of Chaeronea in
338 BCE, a victory made possible by the Macedonians' appropriation of Greek innovations. After Alexander's death, battle-hardened warlords
fought ruthlessly over the remnants of his empire. But Greek cities remained populous and wealthy, their economy and culture surviving to be
passed on to the Romans—and to us. A compelling narrative filled with uncanny modern parallels, this is a book for anyone interested in how
great civilizations are born and die. This book is based on evidence available on a new interactive website. To learn more, please visit:
http://polis.stanford.edu/.
As the most famous and important political leader in Athenian history, Pericles has featured prominently in descriptions and analysis of
Athenian democracy from antiquity to the present day. Although contemporary historians have tended to treat him as representative of values
like liberty and equality, Loren J. Samons, II demonstrates that the quest to make Athens the preeminent power in Greece served as the
central theme of Pericles' career. More nationalist than humanist and less rationalist than populist, Pericles' vision for Athens rested on the
establishment of an Athenian reputation for military success and the citizens' willingness to sacrifice in the service of this goal. Despite his
own aristocratic (if checkered) ancestry, Pericles offered the common and collective Athenian people the kind of fame previously available
only to heroes and nobleman, a goal made all the more attractive because of the Athenians' defensiveness about Athens' lackluster early
history.
Describes what life was like in ancient Greece, including the buildings, social customs, family life, religion, education, and common foods.
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